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INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF MULTIPLICATIVE,

INVOLUTION PRESERVING OPERATORS IN 2(C0(S, A), B)

STEPHEN T. L. CHOY

Abstract. Bounded linear operators from the space of continuous vector-valued

functions which preserve multiplication and involution are characterized in terms

of their representing measures. A key role is played by the Arens product in the

second dual of a Banach algebra.

I. Introduction. Let S be a Hausdorff topological space and let A, B be locally

convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces over the real or complex field. Denote

by C(S, A) the space of continuous functions from S to A and let C0(S, A) be the

subspace of continuous functions vanishing at infinity. If A = C, the set of all

complex numbers, we simply write C(S) or C0(S). Let T be a bounded linear

operator from C(S, A) or C0(S, A) to B. Riesz type representation theorems for T

have been studied by numerous authors, for example, see Bartle, Dunford and

Schwartz [2], Dinculeanu [6], J. Gil de Lamadrid [7], Goodrich [8], Brooks and

Lewis [4] and the author [5]. Now if A, B are Banach algebras with involution and

T preserves multiplication and involution, it is natural to ask how these properties

are reflected in the representing measure K. It was G. W. Johnson [10] who first

solved this problem for the case where S is compact, A = C and B, as a Banach

space, is the dual of another Banach space.

In this paper, by using the Arens product in the second dual of a Banach

algebra, we solve this problem in a more general setting. A convenient reference for

the Arens product could be found in Bonsall and Duncan [3]. The reader is

referred to [3, §12] for details of notation and terminology concerning the Arens

product not explained here.

In the remainder of this paper S is a locally compact Hausdorff space, A and B

are Banach algebras, and T is a bounded linear operator from C0(S, A) to B;

where C0(S, A) is endowed with the topology of uniform convergence. Let C0(S)

<§> A be the completion of the algebraic tensor product C0(S) ® A with respect to

the least cross norm. Then C0(S) ® A = CQ(S, A), where C0(S, A) is endowed with

the uniform norm and the equation indicates isometry between the two spaces (see,

for example, [7]). Given /' G C¿(S, A) and x G A, the map /-»/'(/•*) for

/ G C0(S) is an element of C0(S). Hence there is a unique regular Borel measure

u(x,/') such that ffdn(x,f) = /'(/• x) for/ G C0(S). Now given e in <®(S), the
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Borel class of S, and x G A, le <8> x can be viewed as an element of C¿'(S, A):

(le <S> x)(f) = n(x, f')(e). Brooks and Lewis [4] show that for each bounded linear

operator T from C0(S, A)toB there is a unique weakly regular set function K from

®(S) to Ü[A, B"] so that T(f) = JfdK; in fact, K(e)x = T"(le <S> x).

Throughout this paper multiplication in the second dual of a Banach algebra is

defined by the Arens product. The second dual of a Banach algebra is again a

Banach algebra under the Arens product [3]. I am greatly indebted to the referee

for this helpful comments on the presentation of this paper.

2. Multiplicative operators. In this section we obtain a representation theorem for

multiplicative operators in the following

Theorem 2.1. The operator T satisfies T(fg) = T(f)T(g) for all f, g G C^S, A)

iff the representing measure K satisfies K(ex n e^xy) = (K^^x^K^^y) for all

x,y G A and e„ e2 G ® (S).

Before we can prove the theorem we need the following two results:

Proposition 2.2. Let A, B be Banach algebras and let T: A -» B be a bounded

linear operator. Then the operator T satisfies T(fg) = T(f)T(g) for all f, g G A iff

T"(FG) = T"(F)T"(G)for all F, G G A" where T" is the second adjoint of T.

Proof. Since A Q A" all we have to do is to prove the necessity. For every

b' G B',

T"(FG)(b') = (FG)(T'(b')) = F([G, T'(b')}),

(T"(F)T"(G)(b')) - T"(F)([T"(G), b']) = F(T'[T"(G), b']).

For/ G A,

[G,T'(b')](f)=G«T'(b'),f}),

T'[ T"(G), b'](f) = [ T"(G), b'](T(f))

= T"(G)«b', T(f)}) - G(T\b', T(/)>).

For g G A,

<T'(b'),f>(g) = T'(b')(fg) = b'(T(fg)),

T\b', T(f)Xg) = <b', T(f)}(T(g)) = b'(T(f)T(g))

= b'(T(fg)).

We conclude that T"(FG) = T"(F)T"(G).

Lemma 2.3. For ex, e2 G %(S), x,y El A, (1B) ® x%\ei® y) = le¡nei ® xy.i

Proof. For g' G C¿(S,A),

((le, ® x)(le2 ®y))(g') = (le, ® x)([(lei ®y), g'])

= li(x,[(\e2®y),g'])(ex),

(le,ne2 ® xy)(g') = P(xy, g')(ex n e2) = v(xy, g')(ex);

where v(xy, g')(e) = je x* dfi(xy, g'), and Xe is the characteristic function of e.
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For g G C0(S),

= (h2 ®y)«g',g-x» = Ky, <g',g-x»(e2),

Jg dv(xy, g') = jgxei dp(xy, g') = j g dp(xy, g') = w(e2).

For A G Cr/S1),

fh d(i(y, (g', g-x}) = <g', g ■ x}(h -y) = g'(gh ■ xy),

jhdw= jhg dfi(xy, g') = g'(hg ■ xy).

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose for /, g G C0(S,A), T(fg) = T(f)T(g). By

Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, for ex, e2 G ®(S),

K(ex n e2)(*y) = 7"'(le,n£2 ® *y) = 7"'(le, ® *)(le2 ® >-)

= r"(le, ® x)T"(le2 ®>-) = (Jfa)x)W¿|y).

Now suppose K(ex n e2)(*y) " (K(ex)x)(K(e2)y) for e„ e2 G $ (S), x,.y G /I. If

f=Xe/x,g = Xe2-y, then,

J/g ¿7Í = fxe,ne2xy dK = 7sr(e, n e2)xv

= (T^e,)*)^^) = (j"/¿tf)(/g¿7í).

For arbitrary/ g G C0(S, A), a routine argument as in the last part of the proof of

[10, Theorem 1] shows that ffg dK = (jfdKXfg dK) and this completes the proof

of the theorem.

3. Involution preserving operators. In this section we assume that A, B are Banach

algebras with isometric involution *. For/ G C0(S), x G A, we define (f(s) ■ x)*

=f(s)- x*, where the bar denotes the complex conjugate. For/ G C0(S, A), f* is

defined in the natural way by taking the limit process. Recall that involutions could

be defined in A' and A" in a. natural way (see, for example, Bonsall and Duncan

[3]).

Lemma 3.1. For x E A, e e. <&(S), (\e ® x)* = (le <g> x*).

Proof. For/' G C¿(S, A),

(le®x*)(f') = p(x*,f')(e),

(\e <g> x)*(f) = ((le ® x)(U")*))* = (M(*, (/')*)(*))*•
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For/ G C0(S),

(fdii(x*,f)=f'(f-x*),
J

ffdfi(x, (/')*) = [jfdp(x, (/')*))<

= ((fr(f-x))*=f(f-x*),

and the lemma is proved.

Proposition 3.2. Let T: A -> B be a bounded linear operator. Then the operator T

satisfies T(f*) = (T(f))* for all f G A iff T"(F*) = (T"(F))* for all F G A".

Proof. We only prove the necessity. For b' G B',

T"(F*)(b') = F*(T'(b')),

(T"(F))*(b') = (T"(F)(b')*r = (F(T'((b')*W

= F*((T'((b')*))*).

For/ G A,

(T'((bV))*(f) = (T'((b')*)(r)r = ((b'nnrw
= ((*')*(( T(f))*))* = b'(T(f)).

This completes the proof of the proposition.

We are now ready to prove the following theorem, which shows that the

involution preserving property of an operator is reflected naturally in its represent-

ing measure.

Theorem 3.3. The operator T satisfies T(f*) = (T(f))* for all f G C0(S, A) iff

(K(e)x)* = K(e)x* for all e G $(5), x G A.

Proof. If T(f*) = (T(f))* then, by Proposition 3.2, Lemma 3.1, (K(e)x)* =

(T"(\e ® x))* = T"(\e <8> x*) = K(e)x*.

On the other hand suppose (K(e)x)* = K(e)x* for all e G <$>(S), x G A. If

f=Xe-x, then/* = Xe ' x* and

( jxe ■ x dK^ = (K(e)x)* = K(e)x* =jxe'X* dK.

For/ G C0(S, A), a routine argument again shows that (T(f))* = 7X/*).

We conclude this paper with a remark that results of this paper may be used to

prove the Spectral Theorem for bounded operators (see Johnson [9, p. 99]).
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